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Allen Carr's Easy Way to Stop Smoking
Proven methods for building an online income stream You don't have to
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quit your current job, or already have piles of money, or be 24 years
old, or riding a booming economy, in order to start a successful
online business. The Six-Figure Second Income explains how to start or
grow a business even when you think you have plenty of strikes against
you. In the course of building an eight-figure real estate information
marketing business, David Lindahl and Jonathan Rozek tested dozens of
tools and techniques. This book is centered around principles they
derived from all the tests they ran, tools they used, and money they
spent. If you're tired of the gimmicks and skepticism that anyone can
really succeed online, this book will give you the no-hype, nononsense advice you need.

Alcohol and Public Policy
The #1 New York Times bestseller. Over 1 million copies sold! Tiny
Changes, Remarkable Results No matter your goals, Atomic Habits offers
a proven framework for improving--every day. James Clear, one of the
world's leading experts on habit formation, reveals practical
strategies that will teach you exactly how to form good habits, break
bad ones, and master the tiny behaviors that lead to remarkable
results. If you're having trouble changing your habits, the problem
isn't you. The problem is your system. Bad habits repeat themselves
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again and again not because you don't want to change, but because you
have the wrong system for change. You do not rise to the level of your
goals. You fall to the level of your systems. Here, you'll get a
proven system that can take you to new heights. Clear is known for his
ability to distill complex topics into simple behaviors that can be
easily applied to daily life and work. Here, he draws on the most
proven ideas from biology, psychology, and neuroscience to create an
easy-to-understand guide for making good habits inevitable and bad
habits impossible. Along the way, readers will be inspired and
entertained with true stories from Olympic gold medalists, awardwinning artists, business leaders, life-saving physicians, and star
comedians who have used the science of small habits to master their
craft and vault to the top of their field. Learn how to: • make time
for new habits (even when life gets crazy); • overcome a lack of
motivation and willpower; • design your environment to make success
easier; • get back on track when you fall off course; and much more.
Atomic Habits will reshape the way you think about progress and
success, and give you the tools and strategies you need to transform
your habits--whether you are a team looking to win a championship, an
organization hoping to redefine an industry, or simply an individual
who wishes to quit smoking, lose weight, reduce stress, or achieve any
other goal.
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Annual Review of Public Health
A practical guide to forging and maintaining a successful marriage
taps the author's copious experience as a counselor, teaching readers
how to foster courtship, rebuild trust, and nurture a lasting
friendship. Original.

Managing Up
"What if there was a way to combine the stability of a day job with
the excitement of a startup? All of the benefits of entrepreneurship
with none of the pitfalls? In the 10% Entrepreneur, Patrick McGinnis
show you how, by investing just 10% of your time and resources, you
can become an entrepreneur without losing a steady paycheck."-- front
flap

The Litigators
In RESCRIPT the Story You're Telling Yourself: The Eight Practices to
Quiet Your Inner Antagonist, Amplify Your Inner Advocate, & Author a
Limitless Life, Dr. Colleen Georges shows you how to stop criticizing
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yourself, dwelling on the past, and fearing the future, and recognize
your self-worth so you can set and achieve your goals.

The Motivation Myth
RESCRIPT the Story You're Telling Yourself
The Smoking Cure - How to Quit Smoking Without Feeling Like Sh*t Comes
with Bonus: Workbook and Stop Smoking Relaxation Download Let's be
honest. When it comes to quitting smoking, going cold turkey is not
only hell but most of the time, it doesn't work. We start out with the
best intentions, but once the withdrawals set in, we feel so awful we
give up and start smoking again. If you are ready to stop smoking for
good without feeling like sh*t, you need a different approach. After
overcoming her own addiction to smoking and working with thousands of
clients, Addiction Specialist and Hypnotherapist Caroline Cranshaw has
created a proven, seven-step process to help you understand your
addiction to nicotine, get rid of your excuses, address the imbalances
that are at the core of your addiction and become a non-smoker for
life while feeling better right from the start. Caroline takes you
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step by step through the process of quitting smoking, helping you to
create a plan that will help you overcome your addiction to smoking
for good. Without feeling like crap She also helps you address the
underlying reasons you are addicted, gives you the tools to be
committed, deal with withdrawals and navigate the issues that come up
after you quit. Here's just some of what we will cover to take you
step by step through the process of quitting smoking for good, without
gaining weight, suffering insomnia, or without being riddled with
cravings and anxiety. * Step 1: Awareness - Why It's Been So F#*king
Hard To Stop * Step 2: Insight - How Your Excuses Are Keeping You
Stuck * Step 3: Identify Your Triggers and Associations with Smoking *
Step 4: Commitment - Time to Make a Vow * Step 5: Nutritional
Supplements to Balance Your Brain Chemistry * Step 6: Clean Up Preparation for Quit Day * Step 7: Tools and Techniques * The Action
Plan - Putting It All Together * What to Expect and Tips to Get You
Through * Solutions to Common Issues After Quitting Other key issues
this book addresses are addiction, brain chemistry, neurotransmitters,
impotence, sexual issues, alcohol and other smokers, hypnotherapy,
tapping, EFT, anger, anxiety, panic, dopamine, lizard brain just to
name a few

WHO Report on the Global Tobacco Epidemic 2019
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From figuring out what your dream is to quitting in a way that
exponentially increases your chance of success, Quitter is full of
inspiring stories and actionable advice. This book is based on 12
years of cubicle living and my true story of cultivating a dream job
that changed my life and the world in the process. It’s time to close
the gap between your day job and your dream job. It’s time to be a
quitter.

Scouting
Discover How to Master Your Inner Self: This Includes 2 Manuscripts at
a Special Price- Breaking Overthinking & Master Your Emotions We
oftentimes look towards the outside world to find the roots of our
problems. However, most of the times we should be looking inwards. Our
mind and our emotions determine our state of being in the present
moment. If those aspects are left unchecked we can get easily
overwhelmed and are left feeling unfulfilled every single day. This
book contains 2 manuscripts designed to help you discover the best and
most efficient way to control your thoughts and master your feelings.
For a limited time, you can get these 2 manuscripts in 1 for a special
price! In the first part of the bundle called “Breaking Overthinking”
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you will discover: - How overthinking can be detrimental to your
social life. - The hidden dangers of overthinking and what can happen
to you if it’s left untreated. - How to declutter your mind from all
the noise of the modern world. - How overthinking affects your body,
your energy levels, and your everyday mood. - How your surroundings
affect your state of mind and what you NEED to do in order to break
out of that state. - Bad habits we perform every day and don’t even
realize are destroying our sanity (and how to overcome them properly).
- How to cut out toxic people from your life which cloud your judgment
and make you feel miserable. The second part of the bundle called
“Master Your Emotions” will teach you: - What our emotions actually
are and what core emotions are responsible for everything we feel. The importance of discovering your emotional map and how you can use
it to improve your sate of being. - When and if you should control
your emotions or just be in the moment with them. - The dangers we
face if we leave our emotions unchecked. - An easy to follow book
structure where we take one emotion at a time. - Clear step by step
guidelines and scenarios which you can relate to and allow you to
understand each emotion that much better. - A bonus chapter which will
cover the emotion most people tend to overlook. The journey to selfimprovement must begin with self-acknowledgment. If you have the
courage to start this journey and take control of your inner self,
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then scroll up and Order Now!

It's the Manager
Better than money, power, or connections-Unhackable is the new secret
weapon of super achievers-the ones who live their dreams.

Love Is a Decision
The report "Offering help to quit tobacco use" tracks the status of
the tobacco epidemic and interventions to combat it. The report finds
that more countries have implemented tobacco control policies, ranging
from graphic pack warnings and advertising bans to no smoking areas.
About 5 billion people - 65% of the world's population - are covered
by at least one comprehensive tobacco control measure, which has more
than quadrupled since 2007 when only 1 billion people and 15% of the
world's population were covered.

Broken to Beautifully Whole
Packed with 52 discoveries from Gallup’s largest study on the future
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of work, It’s the Manager shows leaders how to adapt their
organizations to rapid change, ranging from new workplace demands to
managing remote employees, a diverse workforce, the rise of artificial
intelligence, gig workers, and attracting – and keeping – today’s best
employees. Who is the most important person in your organization to
lead your teams through these changes? Gallup research reveals: It’s
your managers. While the world’s workplace has been going through
extraordinary historical change, the practice of management has been
stuck in time for more than 30 years. The new workforce – especially
younger generations – wants their work to have deep mission and
purpose, and they don’t want old-style command-and-control bosses.
They want coaches who inspire them, communicate with them frequently,
and develop their strengths. Packed with 52 discoveries from Gallup’s
largest study on the future of work, It’s the Manager shows leaders
how to adapt their organizations to rapid change, ranging from new
workplace demands to the challenges of managing remote employees, a
diverse workforce, the rise of artificial intelligence, gig workers,
and attracting – and keeping – today’s best employees. Who is the most
important person in your organization to lead your teams through these
changes? Decades of global Gallup research reveal: It’s your managers.
They are the ones who make or break your organization’s success. When
you build great managers -- ones who can maximize the potential of
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every team member -- you will see organic revenue and profit growth,
and you will deliver to a every one of your employees what they most
want today: a great job and a great life. This is the future of work.
It’s the Manager includes exclusive content from Gallup Access -Gallup’s new workplace platform, chock full of additional content,
tools, and solutions for business. Your book comes with a code for the
CliftonStrengths assessment, which will reveal users’ Top 5 strengths.

The Mental Game of Poker
Originally written in 1938 but never published due to its
controversial nature, an insightful guide reveals the seven principles
of good that will allow anyone to triumph over the obstacles that must
be faced in reaching personal goals.

Atomic Habits
"The Quit Smoking Answer" is structured in such a way that all readers
follow a process of "cold turkey" cessation through a step-by-step
system to become nicotine free. The system shared is quick, easy, and
proven, regardless of a person's dependency on nicotine. If you have
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ever thought, "wouldn't it be nice to quit smoking" than you've set
the mood and you're ready to begin. It's easier to quit nicotine than
you think! JW Smith, a smoker for 40 years, wrote this book after
ending his vicious cycle of numerous failed attempts to quit. His
system for nicotine cessation evolved over a subsequent six-week
period of preparation to quit. He shares his story about a
conversation with his nine year-old granddaughter that finally set the
wheels in motion to find a better way - one that works. JW researched
smoking cessation methods and used his own experience to forge a new
path. This book may very well be destined to be in a category by
itself in the nicotine cessation world of recommendations and advice.
Why? Because it works! JW makes the case that smoking cessation is not
an event, but rather a process. His book will teach you the key
cognitive techniques he used to end both the physical and
psychological addictions to nicotine. It debunks myths about nicotine
replacement therapy products and instead lays out a natural
progression of steps for becoming a nonsmoker. The premise of the book
is based on this famous quote; "When you change the way you look at
things, the things you look at change." In the beginning of the book
it is recommended to establish an environment and path of least
resistance. Less resistance to quit is the first key step to becoming
nicotine free. It is recommended that readers continue the use tobacco
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products including e-cigarettes while reading the book over a two or
three day period of time- helping again to establish less resistance
to quit. He additionally recommends as a first step that you tell no
one of your desire to quit - preventing anyone including yourself of
sabotaging your intention. As you apply the techniques and methods
written about it becomes a natural procession leading up to your very
last cigarette or use of chewing tobacco. A transformation of your
thinking takes place and ending your addiction will seem like an
"almost non-event" - as something just happens to you as you read this
book. You will be physically and mentally prepared to end your
addiction after reading this one of a kind book. Free from nicotine
for life - and all the great rewards that come with it!

The Smoking Cure
An easy-to-read, practical, common-sense guide that will take you from
ancient wisdom to modern-day thinking, You Can Win helps you establish
new goals, develop a new sense of purpose, and generate new ideas
about yourself and your future. It guarantees, as the title suggests,
a lifetime of success. The book enables you to translate positive
thinking into attitude, ambition and action to give you the winning
edge. This book will help you to: · Build confidence by mastering the
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seven steps to positive thinking · Be successful by turning weaknesses
into strengths · Gain credibility by doing the right things for the
right reasons · Take charge by controlling things instead of letting
them control you · Build trust by developing mutual respect with
people around you · Accomplish more by removing the barriers to
effectiveness.

How to Quit Porn
Get OVER it! is a 4-step action plan for successfully moving people
past the experiences and relationships that have resulted in a
repetitive cycle of guilt and shame - and a sense of being "stuck".
More than inspiration alone, this practical approach offers tangible
movement towards freedom in Christ.

The 10% Entrepreneur
The best-selling author of The Confession and The Appeal presents a
latest legal thriller in which high-stakes courtroom tensions lead up
to an explosive, unorthodox conclusion. A best-selling novel. Reprint.
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Outbounding
WINNERS ALWAYS QUIT! Sometimes, success comes from what you don't do.
Author, Crystal Waltman, knows the struggle of navigating the
emotional ups and downs of life. As a college athlete, her career came
to an unexpected end. She dealt with stress and pain through addiction
until, one day, she realized she was living a life she never wanted.
In the depths of despair, Crystal decided she needed to quit in order
to win. She discovered a powerful process to acknowledge the past,
find joy in the present, and welcome a new future. Today, she has a
passion for helping others achieve more success in their lives. This
book shows you how to: Let go of the past and release the shame and
guilt. Learn to feel physical and emotional pain and maintain
spiritual fitness. Love who you are and who you are meant to be. Now
is the time to stop just surviving and start thriving. Reorganize
yourself and clear the space for a fulfilled life-the life you always
wanted. Now is the time to QUIT TO WIN!

Before You Quit
Throughout your life, you've had parents, coaches, teachers, friends,
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and mentors who have pushed you to be better than your excuses and
bigger than your fears. What if the secret to having the confidence
and courage to enrich your life and work is simply knowing how to push
yourself? Using the science habits, riveting stories and surprising
facts from some of the most famous moments in history, art and
business, Mel Robbins will explain the power of a "push moment." Then,
she'll give you one simple tool you can use to become your greatest
self. It take just five seconds to use this tool, and every time you
do, you'll be in great company. More than 8 million people have
watched Mel's TEDx Talk, and executives inside of the world's largest
brands are using the tool to increase productivity, collaboration, and
engagement. In The 5 Second Rule, you'll discover it takes just five
seconds to: Become confident Break the habit of procrastination and
self-doubt Beat fear and uncertainty Stop worrying and feel happier
Share your ideas with courage The 5 Second Rule is a simple, one-sizefits-all solution for the one problem we all face—we hold ourselves
back. The secret isn't knowing what to do—it's knowing how to make
yourself do it. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px; font: 12.0px
Arial}

5 Habits of a Woman Who Doesn't Quit
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Build vital connections to accelerate your career success Managing Up
is your guide to the most valuable 'soft skill' your career has ever
seen. It's not about sucking up or brown-nosing; it's about figuring
out who you are, who your boss is, and finding where you meet. It's
about building real relationships with people who have influence over
your career. Managing up is good for you, good for your boss, and good
for the organization as a whole. This book gives you strategies for
developing these all-important connections and building more than
rapport; you become able to quickly assess situations, and determine
which actions will move you forward; you become your own talent
manager, and your boss's top choice for that new opportunity. As a
skill, managing up can do more for your career than simply
'networking' ever could—and this book shows you how. Real-world
strategies give you a set of actionable steps, supplemented by expert
advice from a top leadership consultant that helps you get on track to
advancement. It's never too early or too late to start adjusting your
alignment, and this book provides the help you need to start
accelerating your trajectory. Develop robust relationships with
influential people Enhance your self-awareness and become more
adaptable Gain new opportunities and accelerate your career Stop
'schmoozing' and develop true, lasting connections Managing up helps
you build the sort of relationships that foster more communication,
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collaboration, cooperation, and understanding between people at
different levels of power, with a variety of perspectives and skills.
This type of bridge-building builds your reputation for effectiveness
and fit, so you can start skipping rungs on the ladder as you build a
strong, successful career. Managing Up is your personal manual for
building this vital skill so you can begin building your best future.

Quitter
How Non-Quitters Changed the World You're exhausted. As you see your
time and joy being spent on something that isn't going the way you
planned some days you wonder if it'd just be better to quit. Whether
it's now or later, we're all faced with a choice between good and
easy, between continuing on through difficulty or giving up. When that
day comes, what will you choose? Doug Gehman observed firsthand how
God used one man's relentless perseverance to change a country, and it
changed him. In this book he shares dozens of stories of ordinary
people who did extraordinary things for the kingdom of God because
they simply kept going--through pain, discouragement, loss, and
failure. He'll teach you how to cultivate a gritty perseverance that
counts the cost and follows through. Become a person of courage and
commitment. It'll cost you dearly, but it will change your life
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forever.

The Quit Smoking Answer
The Six-Figure Second Income
Have you ever gotten to the place where you just couldn’t take it
anymore? Dreams. Programs. Jobs. Relationships. There are so many
different areas where we feel like calling it quits. It’s time for an
honest conversation on how not to give in to the temptation to give
up. Nicki Koziarz is a woman who has thrown in the towel a time or
two. In fact, she’s quit just about everything in her life. But with
God’s help, she’s discovered a few habits that have helped her and
others conquer the choice to quit. 5 Habits of a Woman Who Doesn’t
Quit will enable you to: Evaluate the internal personal struggles that
make you want to quit. Cultivate consistent habits to help you
progress toward your goals. Receive a fresh dose of perspective from
the Bible that will help you develop perseverance. You are not made to
quit! Join Nicki as she identifies five habits to help you keep going
no matter what struggles may come your way.
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The 5 Second Rule
How much of your day is consumed by what you perceive you have to do?
Rules you think you have to follow? Games you believe you have to
play? What can you do to get out from under it all? Quit! It's the one
choice we never seriously consider. Quit something you feel you must
do and you'll soon discover that you never had to do it in the first
place. In the process you'll discover what you really want to do. By
letting go, you'll experience the genuine fullness and vitality of
truly living.

How to Win by Quitting
Unlike other books on the subject, "How to Win at Quitting Smoking"
focuses on the process of change instead of a single method. Proven
evidence based strategies are given in a motivating manner, often in a
smoker's own words. Easy to understand analogies are used to explain
some of the complicated psychological processes of change. As a former
smoker, the author writes from personal experience, as well as over 20
years of clinical practice helping thousands become smoke-free.
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Barking Up the Wrong Tree
This iconic bestseller from the bestselling author of All Marketers
Are Liars proves that winners are just the best quitters and 'should
be on every entrepreneur's book list' (Entrepreneur.com) Every new
project (or career or relationship) starts out exciting and fun. Then
it gets harder and less fun, until it hits a low point - really hard,
really not fun. At this point you might be in a Dip, which will get
better if you keep pushing, or a Cul-de-Sac, which will never get
better no matter how hard you try. The hard part is knowing the
difference and acting on it. According to marketing guru and bestselling author Seth Godin, what sets successful entrepreneurs (and pop
stars and weight lifters and car salesmen) apart from everyone else is
their ability to give up on Cul-de-Sacs while staying motivated in
Dips. Winners quit fast, quit often and quit without guilt - until
they commit to beating the right Dip for the right reasons. You'll
never be number one at anything without picking your shots very
carefully. The Dip is a short, entertaining book that helps you do
just that. It will forever alter the way you think about success.
'Smart, honest, and refreshingly free of self-help posturing, this
primer on winning-through-quitting is at once motivational and
comically indifferent. . . Godin's truth-that "we fail when we get
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distracted by tasks we don't have the guts to quit"-makes excellent
sense of an often-difficult career move' (Publishers Weekly)

A Civil Action
'If you
rest of
world's
classic
all you

follow my instructions you will be a happy non-smoker for the
your life.' That's a strong claim from Allen Carr, but as the
leading quit smoking expert, Allen was right to boast! This
guide to the world's most successful stop smoking method is
need to give up smoking. You can even smoke while you read.

Outwitting the Devil
Published by the Boy Scouts of America for all BSA registered adult
volunteers and professionals, Scouting magazine offers editorial
content that is a mixture of information, instruction, and
inspiration, designed to strengthen readers' abilities to better
perform their leadership roles in Scouting and also to assist them as
parents in strengthening families.

You Can Win
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The Tobacco Atlas
This true story of an epic courtroom showdown, where two of the
nation's largest corporations were accused of causing the deaths of
children from water contamination, was a #1 national bestseller and
winner of the National Book Critics Circle Award. Described as “a pageturner filled with greed, duplicity, heartache, and bare-knuckle legal
brinksmanship by The New York Times, A Civil Action is the searing,
compelling tale of a legal system gone awry—one in which greed and
power fight an unending struggle against justice. Yet it is also the
story of how one man can ultimately make a difference. Representing
the bereaved parents, the unlikeliest of heroes emerges: a young,
flamboyant Porsche-driving lawyer who hopes to win millions of dollars
and ends up nearly losing everything, including his sanity. With an
unstoppable narrative power reminiscent of Truman Capote’s In Cold
Blood, A Civil Action is an unforgettable reading experience that will
leave the reader both shocked and enlightened. A Civil Action was made
into a movie starring John Travolta and Robert Duvall. From the Trade
Paperback edition.
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Quitting to Win
Wall Street Journal Bestseller Much of the advice we’ve been told
about achievement is logical, earnest…and downright wrong. In Barking
Up the Wrong Tree, Eric Barker reveals the extraordinary science
behind what actually determines success and most importantly, how
anyone can achieve it. You’ll learn: • Why valedictorians rarely
become millionaires, and how your biggest weakness might actually be
your greatest strength • Whether nice guys finish last and why the
best lessons about cooperation come from gang members, pirates, and
serial killers • Why trying to increase confidence fails and how
Buddhist philosophy holds a superior solution • The secret ingredient
to “grit” that Navy SEALs and disaster survivors leverage to keep
going • How to find work-life balance using the strategy of Genghis
Khan, the errors of Albert Einstein, and a little lesson from SpiderMan By looking at what separates the extremely successful from the
rest of us, we learn what we can do to be more like them—and find out
in some cases why it’s good that we aren’t. Barking Up the Wrong Tree
draws on startling statistics and surprising anecdotes to help you
understand what works and what doesn’t so you can stop guessing at
success and start living the life you want.
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How to Win at Quitting Smoking
Start strong with essential early-stage guidance from the VC
perspective Startup Opportunities is the go-to guide for anyone with a
great business idea. Whether it's your first business or your fifth,
realistic assessment from the outset can save you a lot of time and
money; why pour your heart and soul into a venture that is doomed to
fail? Instead, position yourself to win from the very beginning. In
this book, accomplished venture capitalists share their insight on
startups and entrepreneurs: who will fail, who will succeed and why,
and what you should do to give your business the very best shot at
becoming a global success story. You'll learn how to evaluate your
business with a critical eye, and how early customer development can
be key in turning a good idea into a great opportunity. If you're
serious about building a business that lasts, this book provides
invaluable guidance that you really cannot miss. More than five
million people will launch a business this year, and many of them will
be great ideas—yet few will be around in five years, and even fewer in
ten years. A great idea is not enough to build a successful business.
You need to fortify your idea with the proper foundation, and a
scaffolding of good planning and early action. This book shows you
how. Assess your business's viability using the 10x Rule Learn when
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you can quit your day job—or not Take the key steps to making your
business succeed Discover the opportunities worth selling everything
for This expert author team has witnessed more than 30,000 pitches
over two decades, and have participated in over 500 startup launches.
Startup Opportunities gives you the benefit of their experience to
help you start strong and stay strong.

Unhackable
"Portions of this book were revised from content that was originally
published on Inc.com."--Verso.

The Quitting Game
Would you or someone you know like to quit the porn habit?Have you
tried to quit porn before, only to find yourself caught in a
demoralizing cycle of abstinence and relapse? Are you seeking to
better understand why you look at porn, and have been searching for a
resource that offers a balanced, level-headed, research-backed, nonreligious approach to the subject?If so, this is the book for you.In
How to Quit Porn we take a look at the science of porn to uncover what
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makes it so alluring, the possible pitfalls of consuming too much, and
how to kick the habit for good. By understanding the neurological and
psychological effects of porn, you'll be in a better position to
confidently tackle and overcome your attraction and dependence on
it.This book does not include hokey language, overly pat solutions,
grandiose promises, or useless finger wagging. Instead, it's packed
with accessible, easy to understand information and a practical,
research-backed action plan, that, rather that magically "curing" you
of your habit, will simply help you become the kind of guy who doesn't
need to look at porn anymore. If that's the guy you want to become,
what are you waiting for? Pick up your copy of How to Quit Porn today.

Get Over It!
There’s a bold decision in your life you’ve been waiting to make, and
every day passing by is a reminder of what hasn’t happened.
Conveniently tucked in a box labeled ‘someday,’ the fear of the
unknown has taken a grip on your life and put your dreams on hold.
Until now. Whether your leap is quitting the soul sucking job and
starting your own business, taking a bold chance on love or finally
going all in on your dreams, The Leap of Your Life is the ticket to
get you there. All while having the time of your life and ensuring you
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don’t wake up years down the line with a sinking feeling of regret.
Author and high-performance coach Tommy Baker has helped thousands of
everyday people identify and take their leap, step into courage and
create a life they can’t wait to wake up for. After interviewing 250+
of the world’s most powerful entrepreneurs, thought leaders, experts,
spiritual teachers and athletes he discovered a common theme: They all
took a leap, even if they were full of fear—and it radically
transformed their experience of life. If you’re ready to: Re-define
risk and stop playing small Step into the boldest version of yourself
Give yourself permission to take a chance Live the Hero’s Journey of
your life story Eradicate regret and ‘what could have been’ . . . then
look no further and order The Leap Of Your Life now!

The 30-Day Sobriety Solution
Learn the effect tobacco has on people around the world The latest
edition of this groundbreaking atlas helps you understand the
statistics about tobacco use and control. Full-color maps and graphics
illustrate in a clear and accessible format the wide range of tobacco
issues, revealing similarities and differences between countries, and
exposing the behavior of the tobacco companies. It also examines
solutions and predicts the future course of the epidemic. Topics
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include: Prevalence and consumption, Youth smoking, Health risks and
mortality, Economic costs of tobacco, Passive smoking, Growing
tobacco, Manufacturing cigarettes, Global trade, Tobacco companies,
Marketing and lobbying, Legal regulations, Health education and
quitting, Taxation and smuggling, The Framework Convention on Tobacco
Control.

The Dip
Too many companies have let their sales people devolve into an ordertaking, customer “farming” team where the focus is on following up on
inbound leads or just trying to upsell current customers. Outbounding
shows them how to power up the sales function with proven strategies
that deliver breakthrough results. Many sales organizations have
fallen into an overreliance on inbound lead generation. However, when
the early and easy inbound leads dry up and marketing and social media
efforts stop yielding the results enjoyed previously, the need for
outbound activity becomes more crucial than ever. This is the critical
time in the life of a business when organizations with a top-notch
team trained to sell outbound successfully will rise head and
shoulders above the rest. There are no two ways about it, outbound
selling can be intimidating even to the most senior rep. Yet that same
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intimidation around cold calling and outbound sales can be transformed
into confident success … if you have the right tools at your disposal.
This book equips sales people with the knowledge, training, and roadtested sales tactics to raise the success rate (and even the enjoyment
level) of their outbound sales. Outbounding provides sales teams with
everything they need to Have the right tools to outbound and not to
just harass Learn how to outbound to the C-Suite as well as the
manager level See prospect meetings less as win-lose battles and more
as opportunities to use problem-solving skills Utilize templates and
ideas that really work and can be adapted to one’s own style

Control Your Mind and Master Your Feelings
Is it possible to become whole again after brokenness or trauma? What
choices can help us transition from feeling like a victim to
empowering our potentials? Author Cathy Studer shares the steps she
followed as she moved through her own pain of carrying shame, low selfworth, and humiliation after six years of childhood sexual abuse.

Startup Opportunities
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"A groundbreaking program to help you cut back or quit drinking
entirely--in the privacy of your own home"--

The Leap of Your Life
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